The stability of different crystal lattices of two-dimensional superparamagnetic suspensions that are confined to a planar liquid-gas interface and exposed to a tilted external magnetic field is studied theoretically by lattice sum minimizations. The magnetic field induces magnetic dipoles onto the colloidal particles along its direction, whose strength can be controlled by the amplitude of the external field. The mutual interaction between the colloids is governed by dipole-dipole forces and a short-ranged repulsion having its physical origin at the presence of the colloidal cores. If the direction of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the liquid-gas interface, there is a purely repulsive interaction leading to stable triangular crystals. By tilting the external field, the interaction becomes anisotropic and a mutual attraction appears upon a threshold tilt angle. We have calculated the full phase diagram at zero temperature varying the tilt angle, the colloidal density, and the strength of the magnetic field. Apart from the triangular lattice we find a variety of stable crystal lattices including rectangular, oblique, chainlike oblique, and rhombic structures. We also present the accurate derivation of the Hamiltonian of two polarizable particles of finite arbitrary geometries in external magnetic and electric fields.
I. INTRODUCTION
Crystallization in colloidal monolayers that are confined to a vapor-liquid interface is a fascinating self-organization process, details of which have been studied recently ͓1-7͔. In particular, superparamagnetic microspheres suspended in a pendant drop in gravity are excellent realizations of strictly two-dimensional classical many-body systems; for recent reviews, see Refs. ͓8,9͔. An additional external magnetic field will induce magnetic dipole moments on the particles, whose direction and strength can easily be tailored via the external field ͓10͔: the dipole moments almost perfectly align along the field direction and the magnitude of the dipole moment is proportional to the field amplitude. In the conventional setup, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the air-water interface, so that the colloidal particles will interact via purely repulsive dipole-dipole forces, additional to the short-ranged repulsion arising from the physical core of the particles. For large magnetic fields, the typical strength of the repulsive interaction is much larger than the thermal energy, enforcing crystallization of the microspheres into a triangular monolayer. It is known that the three-dimensional melting transition ͓11͔ can be qualitatively different from that in two spatial dimensions following a two-stage scenario with an intermediate hexatic phase as theoretically predicted by Kosterlitz, Thouless, Nelson, Halperin, and Young ͑KTNHY͒ ͓12͔. In fact, by using video microscopy and digital image processing, it was shown by Maret and co-workers that twodimensional superparamagnetic colloidal suspensions indeed follow the KTNHY scenario ͓13-16͔.
In the present paper, we consider the case of a magnetic field that is tilted with respect to the surface of the gas-liquid interface. The reason for doing so is twofold: first, a setup with a tilted external magnetic field can easily be realized in an experiment ͓17͔. Second, more fundamentally, a tilt angle induces an anisotropic interaction and therefore new physics. Furthermore, if the tilt angle of magnetic field with its projection on the surface is smaller than 54.7°, the dipoledipole interaction exhibits also attractive parts which can give rise to new phenomena. By varying the tilt angle , one continuously interpolates between two extreme limits of ϭ0°and ϭ90°, both of which have been already studied: the preceding studies of the melting process invoke a perpendicular field (ϭ90°), while the parallel field case ( ϭ0°) corresponds to two-dimensional dipoles with a fixed orientation in the plane. The latter model was considered in the context of ferrofluidic monolayers where chain formation has been simulated by Satoh et al. ͓18͔ .
In this paper, we calculate by lattice sum minimization the stable bulk crystalline lattices in the case where the interaction energy between the colloids is much larger than the thermal energy k B T, so that thermal fluctuations can be neglected. As expected, the resulting stable bulk solid structures are strongly anisotropic and different from their counterpart arising from purely repulsive interactions, which is the triangular lattice that has a high degree of isotropy. The anisotropy of the interactions together with the additional attractions generate various two-dimensional crystalline structures such as rectangular, oblique, chainlike oblique, and rhombic lattices. We obtain the whole phase diagram varying the tilt angle, the particle concentration, as well as the magnetic field strength relative to the strength of a shortranged repulsion that stems from a soft physical colloidal core. Both first-as well as second-order transitions between the different lattice structures are found.
In relation to other previous work, our study is first complementary to those assuming a perpendicular magnetic field (ϭ90°) but exposing the system to an additional external potential, such as gravity, that leads to the formation of nonhomogeneous conformal crystals ͓19,20͔. Second, in our model the orientation of the dipoles is fixed by the field, which makes our model different from that of orientable dipoles where the dipole orientation is treated as an additional statistical degree of freedom. Such models have been investigated in detail in two spatial dimensions for the sphere centers and the dipolar orientations of the spheres fixed on the three-dimensional unit sphere ͓21,22͔ and twodimensional unit circle ͓23͔. In the latter case, ring formation of dipolar chains was obtained by computer simulation.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we define our model; details for the derivation of the Hamiltonian are presented in the Appendix. The lattice sum minimization technique is explained in Sec. III, whereas the resulting phase diagrams are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize and conclude.
II. THE MODEL
We consider a system of superparamagnetic colloidal particles interacting with each other via the dipole-dipole pair potential, valid for pointlike magnetic dipoles,
and a truncated-and-shifted Lennard-Jones pair potential:
where r is the interparticle separation vector, nϭr/r is the unit vector along the line connecting the colloids' centers, m i and m j are the magnetic moments carried by particles i and j (i j), is the effective particle diameter, and sets the energy scale of the short-ranged soft core repulsion. The factor 1/2 in Eq. ͑1͒ appears due to the paramagnetic nature of colloids, i.e., it stems from the fact that the dipoles on the particles are not permanent but rather induced by the external magnetic field. A detailed derivation of the interaction energy of two polarizable particles in an arbitrarily varying external field is presented in the Appendix. The purely repulsive Lennard-Jones potential, Eq. ͑2͒, is used to model the shortranged repulsion between the physical cores of the particles, whereas dispersion attractions between them are ignored. In our problem the colloids are spherical with a finite extent but, for the sake of simplicity, we consider their magnetic dipoles as pointlike. Their motion is confined on the plane formed by the water-air interface. This twodimensional system consisting of N particles is placed under a spatially homogeneous magnetic field B 0 , which induces in each particle a magnetic moment m i , iϭ1,2, . . . ,N. Since water has roughly the same magnetic permeability as air, the presence of the interface is not relevant from the point of view of the magnetic interactions and thus the derivation in the Appendix ͑which is carried out in the absence of such physical interfaces͒ carries over to the problem at hand. In this paper we consider superparamagnetic colloids ͓13͔ for which the magnetic moment m i completely aligns with the external field B 0 and the following relation holds:
where is a magnetic susceptibility of the particles and for the superparamagnetic particles it has a typical value of
Х10
Ϫ11 A m 2 /T ͓10͔. In this case, in the two-particle Hamiltonian of the system, Eq. ͑A6͒, the dipole-field interaction terms u d 1 B 0 , u d 2 B 0 ͓Eqs. ͑A3͒ and ͑A4͔͒ as well as the field energy u B 0 ͓Eq. ͑A2͔͒, become irrelevant constants. Thus, for our two-dimensional superparamagnetic particles the dipoledipole interaction potential ͑1͒ takes the form
where cos ϭr•B ʈ /(rB ʈ ), B ʈ is the in-plane component of the magnetic field, is the tilt angle of the magnetic field with respect to the confining plane. We introduce the notation u dip (r,B 0 ) to discriminate from the general case, Eq. ͑1͒. Assuming pair additivity of the interactions, the total Hamiltonian H of the system takes the form
where the first term is the total kinetic energy, with the momenta p i and the mass m of the particles, and the second is the total potential energy. Since we are going to work at temperature Tϭ0 in what follows, the kinetic energy is irrelevant. Figure 1 shows a side view and a view from above for our system, in order to elucidate the considered geometry and the physical setup. The relative strength of the isotropic truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones interaction and the orientationally dependent dipole-dipole interaction is characterized by the dimensionless coupling constant
. ͑5͒ Changing of the tilt angle of the magnetic field allows for an interplay between the repulsive and attractive contributions of the dipole-dipole interaction. In addition to the steric repulsion, the freedom of varying and makes the interaction dependent on the relative orientation of the dipoles and offers wide freedom in tailoring the forces between the particles. The dipole-dipole interaction favors fully aligned moments ͑head-to-tail configurations͒, as seen in Fig. 2 . Due to the presence of the vertical component of the field, net attractions between particles show up for head-to-tail configurations (ϭ0) only when the tilt angle lies below the threshold value arccos(1/ͱ3)Ϸ54.7°.
Our purpose is to find the stable crystal structures formed by the system at zero temperature. The area density n of the system is given as nϭN/A, with the area A occupied by the colloids, and it is understood throughout that the thermodynamic limit is taken. We define the dimensionless area density as n*ϭn 2 . The problem is thus characterized by three parameters, , n*, and the tilt angle of the external field. If the particles arrange themselves in a Bravais lattice, the total energy per particle U 1 is given by the expression
where the sum runs over the set of Bravais lattice vectors and the additive constant includes the irrelevant contributions from the dipole-field interaction and the field energy.
III. CALCULATION OF THE PHASE DIAGRAM
Strictly speaking, the determination of the periodic structure that corresponds to the absolute minimum of the energy is unfeasible: though there are only five Bravais lattices in two dimensions and they can be easily parametrized, one is faced with the additional complication that these can be decorated with bases of an arbitrary number of particles. In order to keep the calculation manageable, we have chosen to restrict ourselves to two classes of periodic structures only: those with one particle per unit cell, which are indeed Bravais lattices, and those with a two-particle basis. The longrange character of the dipole-dipole interaction requires the implementation of special summation techniques and the corresponding formulas take different forms for the two cases at hand. In what follows, we present the method of our calculation in some detail.
A. One particle per unit cell
In this case, the possible candidate structures are represented by a two-dimensional unit cell that is repeated periodically over the space. In full generality, the unit cell is a parallelogram formed by the vectors a and b that sustain an angle between them, as shown in Fig. 3 . The position of an arbitrary particle on the lattice site is given by the linear combination rϭlaϩmb, where l and m are integers. Introducing a coordinate system (xy) and choosing the x axis parallel to the unit-cell vector a, the components r x and r y of the vector rϭ(r x ,r y ) can be written as follows: r x ϭ␣l ϩ␤m, r y ϭ␥m, where we have introduced parameters ␣ ϭa, ␤ϭb cos and ␥ϭb sin , with being the angle between the vector b and the x axis. Having inserted the explicit expressions of particle positions in Eq. ͑3͒, the energy U 1 in Eq. ͑6͒ takes the form of a lattice sum ͚ lϭϪϱ ϱ ͚ mϭϪϱ ϱ (•••) running over integers l and m, with the combination (l,m)ϭ(0,0) being excluded. In order to find stable structures of solid that correspond to the lowest total energy, we need to minimize the lattice sum with respect to all free variational parameters. In the case at hand, there are ␣, ␤, and ␥, which are introduced above for convenience instead of unit-cell parameters a, b, and . Working at a fixed density n acts as a constraint that eliminates one of those due to the relationship ␣ϭ1/␥n, therefore we are left with the two parameters ␤ and ␥. One additional variational parameter ␦ is the angle between the in-plane magnetic field component B ʈ and the x axis ͑see Fig. 3͒ , which characterizes the relative orientation of the magnetic dipoles with respect to a lattice direction in the crystal.
While the short-ranged Lennard-Jones term ͚u LJ (r) does not cause any problems during computation, the long-ranged dipole-dipole interaction summation ͚u dip (r,B 0 ) converges slowly and it takes too long time to obtain the required accuracy of the resulting value. To accelerate convergence, we rewrite the series ͚u dip (r,B 0 ) in terms of the modified Bessel functions K 0 (x) and K 1 (x) following the Lekner method. Making use of the substitutions proposed by Lekner ͓24͔, it is straightforward to derive the expression
where (x) is the Riemann zeta function. The use of the right-hand side of Eq. ͑7͒ instead of the original expression drastically improves the convergence speed and allows for a very fast computation of the energy U 1 during its minimization procedure. The lattice structures minimizing the energy U 1 with respect to variational parameters ␤, ␥, ␦ span in this way the five two-dimensional Bravais lattices, namely the triangular, square, rectangular, rhombic ͓25͔, and oblique lattices. The results of the minimization procedure are presented in the following section.
B. Two particles per unit cell
The second possible class of candidate structures we consider are generated by the periodic repetition of a unit cell, defined as above by a, b, and , having one more additional particle placed inside the parallelogram. The position of the added particle is specified by the vector cϭ(c x ,c y ). When such a cell is repeated periodically over the space, it produces two lattices shifted with respect to each other by the vector c, as shown in Fig. 3 . In other words, we are dealing here with lattices possessing a two-particle basis. The positions of the particles of the first lattice on the (x,y) plane are given by the vectors rϭ(␣lϩ␤m,␥m) , while the sites of the second lattice are located at the points rϩcϭ(␣lϩ␤m ϩc x ,␥mϩc y ), where l, m are integers and ␣ϭa, ␤ ϭb cos , ␥ϭb sin . The class of such structures includes, among others, the honeycomb and ''herringbone'' structures as possible lattices, as well as periodic repetitions of twochain bundles, similar to those observed in Monte Carlo simulations in the fluid phase ͓18͔.
For this system the total energy per particle reads as
which is the energy U 1 , given by Eq. ͑6͒, of a particle interacting with all other particles within its own sublattice, plus the additional energy of interaction with the other sublattice.
Once more, the set ͕r͖ spans a Bravais lattice. The parameters characterizing the lattice structure are ␣, ␤, ␥, c x , and c y . The constraint of constant particle density allows to eliminate the parameter ␣ϭ2/␥n. As before, we do not fix the direction of the magnetic field with respect to the lattice axis and allow for the variation of ␦, the angle between B ʈ and the x axis. The stable crystal structures are found by minimization of energy U 2 with respect to the parameters ␤, ␥, ␦, c x , and c y .
To achieve rapid convergence of the dipolar series in Eq.
͑8͒, we apply the Lekner method ͓24͔ as in the preceding section. Accordingly, the slowly converging sum ͚u dip (r ϩc,B 0 ) is written in terms of the modified Bessel functions K 0 (x) and K 1 (x) as follows:
where (␣lϩ␤mϩc x ,␥mϩc y ) (0,0). For ␥mϩc y Ͼ0 the first three summations of the righthand side of Eq. ͑9͒ can be obtained directly from Eq. ͑7͒ by making use of the substitutions ␤m→␤mϩc x and ␥m →␥mϩc y , which correspond to a shift in the coordinate space: r x →r x ϩc x , r y →r y ϩc y . However, the last terms of Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑9͒, corresponding to r x ϭ0 or r y ϭ0, are totally different.
During the calculation of the lattice sum, it can happen that the argument of the Bessel functions becomes small. In this case, the values of the Bessel functions are large and too many terms of the series will be necessary to add in order to obtain the required precision. We cope with this problem following the approach proposed in Ref. ͓26͔, namely we rewrite both summations ͑7͒ and ͑9͒ in a different coordinate system (xЈyЈ). While in the coordinate system (xy) the direction of the vector a coincides with the x axis, in the new coordinates (xЈyЈ) the yЈ axis is directed along the vector b, see Fig. 3 . The transformation between the two coordinate systems is the rotation around z axis by the angle /2Ϫ. It is easy to derive the substitutions that are necessary for rewriting the right-hand sides of Eqs. ͑7͒ and ͑9͒ in the new coordinate system: ␣→␣Јϭͱ␤ 2 ϩ␥ 2 , ␤→␤Ј ϭ␣␤/ͱ␤ 2 ϩ␥ 2 , ␥→␥Јϭ␣␥/ͱ␤ 2 ϩ␥ 2 , sin ␦→sin(Ϫ␦), cos ␦→cos(Ϫ␦), c x →c x Јϭc x cos ϩc y sin , and c y →c y Ј ϭc x sin Ϫc y cos . After making these substitutions, the expression of summations will change and the arguments of Bessel functions will take different values, leaving, however, the value of the lattice sum ͑total energy of the system͒ invariant with respect to the rotation of the coordinate system. Thus, switching between the two representations of summations allows us to achieve fast convergence. In general, there are infinitely many coordinate systems that can be chosen for the representations of the series ͑7͒ and ͑9͒.
To find the energy minimum we used the Powell method, the initial input for which was the approximate minimum found by scanning through the grid in the space of minimization parameters. Finally, we remark that the minimization with respect to the lattice vectors does not automatically produce the shortest ones, so that the resulting crystal structure is not always automatically recognizable. In order to remedy this shortcoming, we calculate subsequently the shortest linearly independent vectors a min and b min that span the given lattice. Their lengths are given as a min ϭmin k ͉bϪka͉ and b min ϭmin l ͉a min Ϫlb͉, where k and l are integers. In what follows, we adopt the convention a min уb min .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have carried out the minimizations of U 1 and U 2 ͓Eqs. ͑6͒ and ͑8͔͒ with respect to the corresponding variational parameters and found the stable crystal structures for various values of parameters , n*, and . Our numerical calculation has shown that both sums U 1 and U 2 have exactly the same minima with the same crystal phases over the whole parameter space. In other words, the optimal value of the variational quantity c that describes the positioning of the basis is always such that a Bravais lattice is generated and there are no stable periodic non-Bravais arrangements with a nontrivial two-particle basis for the system at hand. Though this does not rule out the existence of structures with a larger number of basis members, it acts as an indication that the system prefers the simpler periodic Bravais structures. A wealth of those appears in the phase diagram nevertheless.
First, we note that for all stable lattice structures that minimize the energy, the direction of the in-plane component of the magnetic field, B ʈ , coincides with that of the shortest elementary lattice vector. This result is in agreement with results obtained by Monte Carlo ͓18͔ and molecular dynamics ͓27͔ simulations.
We begin with the phase diagram for a value of the coupling parameter ϭ3, presented in Fig. 4 . In the absence of anisotropic interactions, ϭ90°, the radially symmetric repulsion gives rise to a triangular lattice, as expected by the fact that the latter possesses optimal packing properties. Upon deviation of the magnetic field angle from the value ϭ90°, the anisotropy of the interaction induces a continuous transformation of the triangular lattice into an oblique one with two unequal lattice constants, and with the in-plane component of the dipoles, m ʈ , oriented along the shorter lattice vector. At low values of the angle , the strongly attractive dipolar interactions cause a broad coexistence region that terminates at a critical point for a tilt angle Х60°.
The broad phase coexistence region can be suppressed by reducing the value of , as will be discussed later. In order to obtain some insight into the mechanisms bringing about the stability of the various phases, we neglect for now this coexistence region and focus our attention on the structural characteristics of the oblique phase at arbitrary values of n* and . There exist further phase transitions within this phase and, in order to characterize them, we introduce the ratio a min /b min between the two lattice constants as a suitable order parameter.
As can be seen in Fig. 5 , upon increasing the angle from 0°to 90°, the size ratio a min /b min shows cusps at different values of , depending on the density n*. At the lowpart the size ratios are large and decrease monotonically upon increasing . In fact, for low-values, the parameter b min remains practically constant for all densities at a value that almost coincides with the minimum of the total interaction potential for a head-to-tail orientation of the dipoles, see Fig. 6 . The particles form, therefore, chains with a constant bead-to-bead distance, whereas an increase of the density simply reduces the value of a min , bringing those chains closer together. In view of this fact, we characterize the oblique lattice in the region below the line delineated by the locus of cusps in the parameter a min /b min as chainlike oblique. Above the aforementioned line, the particles forming the chains ''unstick.'' The physical reason for this lies in the increasingly strong repulsions that take place as grows and which do not favor such a high degree of anisotropy any- more as the one present in the chain phase. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , in the oblique phase the size ratio remains at a constant ͑but -dependent͒ value for all values of the density, thus a change of n* there simply causes the oblique unit cell to shrink uniformly. The reason for this behavior lies therein, that in this part of the phase diagram the short-range steric repulsion u LJ (r) is not felt by the particles, which interact instead exclusively by means of the dipolar interaction u dip (r,B 0 ), Eq. ͑3͒. Since the latter has the form of a scalefree power law, the average density sets the only length scale and the effect of changing n* is merely a shrinking of the lattice. In the chainlike oblique phase, on the other hand, the smaller lattice constant b min is essentially density independent and only a min changes. We locate, therefore, a line of ''unsticking transitions'' through the phase diagram that splits the oblique phase into two domains, the regular oblique and the chainlike oblique. We will discuss the physical origin of this line shortly.
The same line goes also through a region of the phase diagram in which the rectangular lattice is stable and which occurs typically for n*р0.25 and Ͻ56°. Upon increase of n*, the rectangular lattice transforms continuously into the chainlike oblique one, since a staggered configuration of the long chains becomes then energetically more favorable than the parallel one ͓18͔. At the high-density part of the phase diagram and for angles 35°рр78°, a first-order transition from the chainlike oblique to the rhombic lattice takes place, as can be seen from the inset of Fig. 7 : the aspect ratio a min /b min displays there a jump to the value unity. At lower values, the first-order transition line continues, separating now two chainlike oblique phases from one another. We emphasize here that at densities n*տ0.9, the particles are densely packed and thus there are no chains to be recognized anymore. Nevertheless, we still characterize the high-density phase of the system as chainlike oblique because there is a path in the phase diagram that goes around the rhombic phase, still lying below the unsticking line, which connects the high-density region with the low-density chainlike oblique phase without crossing any phase boundaries. This path cannot be clearly discerned in Fig. 4 because it is very narrow due to the close proximity of the unsticking line with the upper tip of the rhombic phase area; but it exists nevertheless. Within the high-density chainlike oblique phase, another, continuous phase transition takes place, as witnessed by a further cusp in the aspect ratio that can be seen in the inset of Fig. 7 . This transition is denoted by the open circles in Fig. 4 .
We have also calculated the phase diagrams for other values of the coupling parameter ; representative results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The topology of the phase diagram remains the same. One important quantitative difference occurs for the coexistence region at the bottom of the phase diagram. This becomes broader for ϭ10 but disappears altogether for ϭ0.0001 since in the latter case the dipoledipole attractions are very weak.
The location of the ''unsticking line'' remains exactly the same in the range ϭ0.0001, . . . ,1000. This demonstrates that the physical origin of this line lies exclusively in the dipolar interaction and has nothing to do with the presence of the Lennard-Jones cores. Indeed, within the whole range of stability of the oblique phase, the particle positions are such that the nearest neighbors of the lattice find themselves at distances larger that the cutoff distance 2 1/6 of the LennardJones potential. The colloids interact, therefore, exclusively by means of the dipolar interaction which causes the transition to the chainlike oblique phase along the unsticking line. Only inside the chainlike oblique phase do nearest neighbors approach close enough so that the steric repulsion is felt and then the competition between the anisotropic and the radially symmetric interactions gives rise to alterations of the phase boundaries. In particular, as can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9, an increase in causes the region of stability of the rhombic phase to shrink, since it increases the strength of the orientationally dependent potential that favors lattices with unequal lattice constants. Moreover, an increase in causes a slight expansion of the domain of stability of the rectangular phase towards higher densities.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have calculated the phase diagram of a two-dimensional suspension of superparamagnetic colloids in a tilted external magnetic field in the limit where thermal fluctuations are small. Depending on the tilt angle and the particle concentration, we find a wealth of different stable two-dimensional crystal lattices including rectangular, oblique, chainlike oblique, and rhombic structures. These predicted structures should be verified in experimental investigations and could be interesting to fabricate nanosieves ͓28,29͔, photonic crystals, and microfluidic devices.
Further future investigations should focus on the following open problems: first, the elastic constants of the crystal can be calculated within lattice sums. In particular, it would be interesting to examine the anisotropy of the elastic behavior for anisotropic crystalline structures. Second, one should consider the effect of a finite temperature. It would be very interesting, in particular, to check how the KTNHY scenario is affected in melting anisotropic two-dimensional crystal lattices. Furthermore, the question whether there is a stable chain liquid at finite temperature should be thoroughly explored. Finally, the present methods can be transferred to three-dimensional oriented or unoriented dipolar systems. This would be of great interest for ferrofluids ͓30͔. Indeed, various crystalline structures have recently been obtained in theory ͓31-34͔ and experiments ͓35-38͔ but a full comprehensive understanding including a possible fluid phase of chains is not available at the moment. This is a challenge for the future.
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APPENDIX: THE HAMILTONIAN OF TWO MAGNETIC "ELECTRIC… DIPOLES IN A SPATIALLY INHOMOGENEOUS EXTERNAL FIELD
In this appendix we derive the formula of potential energy of two polarizable permeable ͑dielectric͒ objects placed in external magnetic ͑electric͒ fields.
As a first step, let us consider the situation in which an object of finite volume V 1 and magnetic permeability 1 is introduced into a magnetic field B 0 (r) in a linear medium of magnetic permeability 0 . We assume that the object is neutral and there are no external current densities. Affected by the field, the object becomes polarized, forming a magnetic dipole and changing the field from B 0 (r) to BЈ(r) in all space. The total energy of such a system is ͓39͔
where the integration is performed over the whole space. The quantity uЈ can be rewritten as 
Thus, the energy of the system ''external field ϩ polarizable object'' reads as
where u d 1 B 0 ͓Eq. ͑A3͔͒ is the energy of interaction between the magnetic dipole M 1 (r) and the field B 0 (r), and u B 0 ͓Eq. ͑A2͔͒ is the initial magnetostatic energy.
At the second step of our derivation, we place an object of volume V 2 and magnetic permeability 2 into the magnetic field BЈ(r), which is the field ͑considered above͒ in the presence of one permeable object. Introducing a second object will change the field from BЈ(r) to B(r). 
͑A5͒
Collecting all necessary terms, we finally obtain the energy u of two polarizable objects of finite arbitrary geometries in external spatially inhomogeneous magnetic fields as
where the dipole-dipole interaction energy u dd , the dipolefield interaction energies u d i B 0 (iϭ1,2) and initial field energy u B 0 are specified by Eqs. ͑A5͒, ͑A3͒, ͑A4͒, and ͑A2͒. Note that the factor 1/2 in Eqs. ͑A3͒-͑A5͒ is traced to the linear relation between M and B and acquires its physical explanation from the fact that the dipoles are not permanent but rather induced by the external field.
For the case of pointlike dipoles and making use of the magnetic moment definition
